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Overdue Thanks
In the last issue of the magazine, we
neglected to thank Matt Carr for the
incredible job he did documenting
in photographs last year’s annual
conference in New York. Matt is
both a consummate craftsman and
a gifted artist and we are deeply
grateful for his contributions not
only to the conference but to the
cause of clean water.
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Hurricane Creekkeeper John
Wathen flew with SouthWings
pilot Tom Hutchings from the
Louisiana coast to ground zero
of the BP oil spill to photograph
the unfolding disaster.
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Who is

Paul Orr, Lower Mississippi
Riverkeeper, finishes a
patrol at the mouth of the
Mississippi River in the days
after the BP Oil Disaster.

Waterkeeper
Alliance?
JEFFREY DUBINSKY

WATERKEEPER ALLIANCE

Dan Tonsmeire, Apalachicola Riverkeeper

Tracy Kuhns, Louisiana Bayoukeeper

Chasidy Hobbs, Emerald Coastkeeper

Casi Callaway, Mobile
Baykeeper

Waterkeeper Alliance Is...
Our Gulf Waterkeepers are on the front lines
during the still-unfolding Gulf disaster. Their intimate
knowledge of the Gulf Coast’s marshes, beaches
and inner-coastal waters makes them invaluable first
responders. Their commitment makes them critical
and effective community leaders. Their wealth of

scientific, legal and political knowledge makes them
true voices of the people of the Gulf Coast and of
the environment on which they depend. And their
dedication to a full recovery is unmatched.
To support our efforts in the Gulf, visit
www.saveourgulf.org

To identify and support your local Waterkeeper organization visit www.waterkeeper.org.
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All the water that will ever be

is here
now
We have no choice but to protect the water we have, here and now,
for ourselves and the generations to come. StormCon, the world’s
largest stormwater conference, is dedicated to providing stormwater
management and surface water quality professionals with the latest
solutions for preserving our water and keeping it clean.

August 1–5, 2010
JW Marriott San Antonio Hill Country Resort
San Antonio, TX, USA
www.StormCon.com

You can help protect your waterways by spreading the word–send
StormCon invitations to your peers at www.StormCon/invite.
For a free subscription to Stormwater, The Journal for Surface Water Quality Professionals, visit www.StormH20.com.
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Victory in Oregon Keeps West
Coast LNG-free – for Now
A

fter five years of leading the fight to protect the
Columbia River from liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals, Columbia Riverkeeper celebrated a major victory
on May 4th, when Houston-based NorthernStar Natural
Gas filed for bankruptcy. Citing “the difficult investment
environment” and “extended delays in the processing of
state and federal permits,” NorthernStar announced the
end of its plans to build a mega-LNG import terminal—
Bradwood Landing—in the Columbia River estuary.
The delays in obtaining federal and state approval
for Bradwood Landing were largely the result of efforts
by Columbia Riverkeeper and a grassroots coalition of
tribes, farmers, foresters and fishermen, which Columbia
Riverkeeper brought together to oppose the project.
Columbia Riverkeeper’s staff of organizers, scientists and
attorneys worked with countless volunteers from Oregon
and Washington to make LNG a regular front-page story
in the Pacific Northwest. Riverkeeper’s efforts ran the
gamut from turning out hundreds of citizens at rallies
and meeting with elected officials to working with local
filmmakers to create a documentary film—”Crossroads
on the Columbia”—which drew public attention to the
significant impacts posed by LNG terminals.
Once home to the largest salmon population on
earth, today the Columbia River’s salmon runs have significantly dwindled. Despite the population declines, the
Columbia River still supports commercial, subsistence
and sport fisheries. The Columbia estuary is particularly
important for salmon survival. In the estuary, salmon
gain strength before leaving the fresh water system and
beginning their ocean migration.
To build and operate the mega-LNG terminal in
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the Columbia estuary, NorthernStar would have had to
dredge over 50 acres of prime salmon habitat to accommodate the massive LNG tankers, which carry supercooled natural gas from overseas. On top of the impacts
posed by dredging, each LNG tanker would suck up over
40 million gallons of ballast water, which can kill juvenile
salmon and contaminate the estuary with invasive species. In addition to the LNG terminal’s direct impacts,
more than 200 miles of gas pipelines would have disrupted streams, farms, forests and residential areas.
“This is a tremendous victory for family farmers, fisherman and Columbia River salmon,” said Brett VandenHeuvel, the executive director of Columbia Riverkeeper. “This
is proof that Oregonians will fight to protect our resources
and our livelihoods. LNG has no place in Oregon,”
In 2008, Bradwood Landing received conditional approvals from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) and the Clatsop County Commission, which
were promptly challenged by Columbia Riverkeeper and
its allies. Shortly before NorthernStar filed for bankruptcy, Columbia Riverkeeper won a major legal victory
when the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals rejected
Clatsop County’s Bradwood Landing land use approval
for the second time.
Oregon’s struggle against LNG development is far
from over, however. Two other proposals to build the
Northwest’s first LNG terminal remain alive, one just
to the west of Bradwood at Warrenton, and another on
Coos Bay in the southern half of the state. Columbia
Riverkeeper is monitoring NorthernStar’s bankruptcy
proceedings and the potential transfer of its FERC
license to a new LNG prospector.
www.waterkeeper.org

A special thank you to our
2009-2010 Auction Sponsors

Waterkeeper Alliance would like to offer thanks and gratitude to our auction sponsors
and partners from our events this year. Your generous contributions made a huge
difference, and helped to raise over $1,000,000 in the fight for clean water!
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Leading the Green
Leap Forward

L

country. And they serve as
members of Ma Jun’s Green
Choice Alliance Third Party
Audit program, in which
environmental NGOs join
with professional auditors to
assess environmental compliance of local companies.
These audits determine
whether a company may
be removed from the list of
polluting companies on Ma
Jun’s website.
In addition to this
cutting-edge work, Zhao
Zhong and Ran Liping have
produced several brief, hardhitting video documentaries
on the impacts of pollution
on the lives of communities. These can be found on
their website at http://www.
gcb.ngo.cn/news/article.
php?articleid=5853
Zhao and Ran heard
about the Waterkeeper model from Yun Jianli, the Middle
Han Waterkeeper. Since she
joined Waterkeeper Alliance
in 2007, Yun and her small
staff have trained hundreds

Alabama’s Embattled Black Warrior
Has a New Hero

B

lack Warrior Riverkeeper Nelson Brooke
has been named the Alabama Rivers
Alliance’s 2010 River Hero. The alliance, Alabama’s leading river-protection organization,
also named Mobile Baykeeper the Best New
Group of the Year.
Brooke has been the Black Warrior Riverkeeper since January 2004. He also served as
Black Warrior Riverkeeper’s executive director
from 2007 to 2009, when Charles Scribner was
named executive director, enabling Brooke to
focus more on Riverkeeper patrol and advocacy. A Birmingham native, Brooke graduated
from the University of Colorado at Boulder with
an anthropology degree. He is an Eagle Scout
and outdoor enthusiast who has enjoyed fishing and hunting along the banks of the Black
Warrior River since he was seven years old.
In the past year, Brooke and Black Warrior
Riverkeeper settled a Clean Water Act lawsuit
against the Birmingham Airport Authority,
requiring it to spend nearly $2 million to
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implement erosion and sediment controls at
its runway extension project. Sedimentation
from stormwater runoff is one of the leading
causes of impairment in Alabama’s streams
and rivers. The authority was also ordered to
make a payment of $60,000 for conservation
work to a group to be chosen by Black Warrior Riverkeeper.
“This case highlights the value of the Clean
Water Act’s citizen-lawsuit provisions,” said
Charles Scribner. “Nelson Brooke collected
pollution evidence at the airport for years while
the Alabama Department of Environmental
Management failed to solve the problem.”
Brooke’s advocacy also helped secure conservation restrictions on land along the Locust
Fork, a tributary of the Black Warrior—the
final step in a two-decades-long fight to stop
the Birmingham Water Works from damming
this wild and free-flowing river. In addition, the
group is challenging permits for coal mines
on the Locust Fork and the Mulberry Fork, an-

of villagers to serve as local
water-quality monitors
along the Han River and its
tributaries. Armed with their
reports, Yun has been able
to work with local environmental officials to resolve
problems at their sources.
Zhao and Ran felt that this
grassroots, results-oriented
approach was a perfect fit
for their work protecting the
Yellow River.
In April, Alaska’s Cook
Inletkeeper, Bob Shavelson,
and Waterkeeper Alliance’s
Asia program coordinator,
Stephanie von Stein, visited
Lanzhou to help Green Camel Bell apply for membership
in Waterkeeper Alliance.
“China’s Waterkeeper
programs are pioneering
citizen-led environmental
advocacy in that country,”
said von Stein. “The Waterkeeper movement can play
an even more prominent
role in helping China move
toward a more sustainable
future.”

Nelson
Brooke
wears his
convictions
on his chest.

JOHN WATHEN

PHOTO CREDIT: BOB SHAVELSON, COOK INLETKEEPER

The great river, revered
as the cradle of Chinese civilization, flowed filthy and undefended until 2004, when
two of its most passionate
advocates, Zhao Zhong and
Environmental
Ran Liping, founded Green
activist Zhao
Camel Bell, a LanzhouZhang, right,
shows Waterkeeper
based environmental
Alliance's Stephanie
organization. They express
von Stein a polthe mission of Green Camel
luted tributary of the
Bell as “the protection of the
Yellow River near
Lanzhou, China.
Mother River.”
Since 2007, Zhao Zhong
and Ran Liping have been
working in some of the
small villages on the outskirts of Lanzhou to locate
sources of pollution and
to pressure local agencies
plants lining its roads for
anzhou, the capital
to supply clean drinking
many miles in all direcof Gansu Province in
tions. The Yellow River—at water to residents. They also
western China, is one of
the most polluted cities in 3,400 miles, China’s second work with Ma Jun, China’s
preeminent environmental
longest river and the fifth
the world. Located where
longest in the world—and activist, providing him with
the Silk Road crosses the
Yellow River, it is one of the the small streams that feed the locations of polluters
to include on his China
it receive tons of chemicountry’s hubs of heavy
Water Pollution Map, a
cal waste, slag runoff and
industry, with coal-fired
untreated sewage every year free online database that
power plants, aluminum
and lead smelters, uranium from Lanzhou and from sur- provides information about
water quality throughout the
rounding towns.
processors and cement

other tributary of the Black Warrior, and is part
of a coalition of Alabama environmental organizations petitioning the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency to take over Alabama’s
water-pollution-permitting program.
Mobile Baykeeper was recognized for
its leading role in the Alabama Stormwater
Partnership, a coalition of 16 local, state and
regional watershed groups that advocate
against stormwater pollution across Alabama.
www.waterkeeper.org
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ore than 300 water-enthusiasts, community leaders and
Lowcountry citizens convened at
the South Carolina Aquarium on
Charleston Harbor in March for
Charleston Waterkeeper’s First Annual Water Ball. The event was the
group’s most ambitious effort yet
to raise awareness about its work
defending Charleston’s waterways
from pollution and protecting the
public’s right to clean water.
There were a variety of interactive exhibits, including
a map displaying the location of every industrial polluter in Charleston, and a water-themed silent auction.
In a display of the organization’s commitment to
technology, Charleston Waterkeeper Cyrus Buffum
officially launched the first Waterkeeper iPhone App
at the event. “We’ve put a lot of focus on using social
media to engage individuals throughout the Charleston
area,” said Buffum. “The iPhone App takes empowerment to the next level by arming citizens with the ability
to report suspicious activity while in, on or around
Charleston’s waterways.”
In addition, the app provides users with up to the
minute tweets, posts and news about issues pertaining
to the health of Charleston’s waterways. An interactive
map also displays the location of pertinent boater info
(i.e. location of pump-out stations, fuel docks, industrial polluters, hazards, reported sources of pollution,
etc.) The app can be downloaded online at the app
store or on the organization’s website (http://charlestonwaterkeeper.org/iphone). Charleston Waterkeeper
also became one of the first organizations in the world
to begin using Twitpay, an online donation processing
service allowing Twitter users to make donations to the
organization with one click.
The organization exceeded its fundraising goals
for the Water Ball, with donations totaling more
than $20,000.

Waterkeeper Family Album

CONGRATULATIONS!
Waterkeeper Alliance’s senior field coordinator,
Francisco Ollervides—known to everyone as
“Paco”—and his wife Emily welcomed the birth of their
daughter Sofia Michel, on September 4, 2009.
Before joining Waterkeeper Alliance, Paco directed
the Center for Coastal Studies/School for Field Studies
in Baja California Sur, Mexico, where he led several
research efforts in marine mammal and sea-turtle
conservation. He co-founded
Magdalena Baykeeper in 2005
and served as its first board
president. Magdalena Bay is
also where he met his future
wife, who was working as a
research assistant on the seaturtle project.
14
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Rio Verde Waterkeeper
Leads the Way in
Preserving Oaxaca’s
Watersheds

H

eladio Reyes is the Rio Verde Waterkeeper and the executive director
of its parent organization, Ecosta Yutu
Cuii. He grew up in the village of Santa
Rosa de Lima in Oaxaca, one of Mexico’s
poorest regions and the one with the largest indigenous population. He earned a
scholarship to university, graduating with
an engineering degree in agronomy, but
he still describes himself as “a peasant’s
son.” This strong identification with his
rural roots led him to dedicate himself
to improving the lives of Oaxaca’s rural
residents by helping them to preserve
their threatened natural resources.
Mexico is the fourth-most biologically diverse country in the world, but
much of its land and water is being
destroyed by unsustainable agricultural
practices and unchecked pollution,
and its forests are disappearing. This is
particularly true in the country’s southernmost regions, such as Oaxaca. Government corruption and the entrenched
economic interests of large landowners
are big parts of the problem. But it is
also difficult to convince rural communities to make even small changes in
traditional practices that contribute to
environmental degradation.
After he received his degree and
returned to his home village, Reyes organized a conservation project with 17 of his
neighbors to put an end to the destruction
and looting of the nearby forest lands.
The project participants stopped cutting
down trees on their own properties and
encouraged other small landowners to

do the same. Out of this fledgling effort,
Reyes developed the Forest Preserves
Project to protect aquifer-recharge zones
in the watershed of the Rio Verde, which is
Oaxaca’s most important coastal river.
Reyes engages communities in environmental protection by fundamentally
changing how people view their everyday
practices. He believes that when people
become involved at a deep personal
level, they begin to see the environmental impact of their way of life and to
change what they are doing.
The Forest Preserves Project has been
implemented throughout the Río Verde
region, involving more than 800 lowincome landowners. More than 13,000
acres of precious forest land have been
preserved. A bonus is that the project
has improved the economic status of
many of the participants. Management
plans for the unaltered forest areas have
included beekeeping, eco-tourism, coffee
planting, regulated wood extraction, and
the harvesting of medicinal plants, fruits
and seeds. The project’s managers are
also evaluating ways of collecting fees for
the watersheds’ environmental services,
such as carbon-dioxide capture. Rio
Verde Waterkeeper and Ecosta intend to
promote their unique model of environmental protection, and communities in
other regions have already expressed their
interest in participating.
For his path-breaking work, Reyes was
named an Ashoka fellow in 2001, becoming one of only 2,000 people who have
been recognized by Ashoka International,
a nonprofit group that finances social
entrepreneurs worldwide.
“We have had many small successes,”
Reyes says. “Most encouraging is how
people have gotten involved and how the
organization has been able to generate
very concrete alternatives and solutions for
people in rural areas.”
www.waterkeeper.org
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Hackensack Riverkeeper Stops
Pollution, Reaps Reward

T
Power to Hudson Riverkeeper

S

ince Hudson Riverkeeper, the
first Waterkeeper organization,
was founded in 1966, the group has
brought hundreds of polluters to
justice and forced them to spend
hundreds of millions of dollars cleaning up the Hudson. But it may have
scored one of its biggest victories in
April, when the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(DEC) announced that the Indian Point
nuclear-power plant, 35 miles north of
New York City, contaminates so much
water and kills so many Hudson River
fish that it violates the federal Clean
Water Act. The ruling denies the power
plant a crucial water-quality permit
required to get new operating licenses
for its two units.
While the permit, known as a “401”
for the section of the Clean Water Act
where it is stipulated, is a federal certification, the states largely have control
over approving or denying environmental permits, with the oversight of
the Environmental Protection Agency.
“The DEC’s decision represents a
critical turning point in Riverkeeper’s
dual campaign to halt Indian Point’s
environmental assault on the Hudson
River and force the plant’s early retirement due to the risks its continued
operation poses to public health and
safety,” said Alex Matthiessen, president of Riverkeeper.
The DEC determined that the continued use of Indian Point’s antiquated
once-through cooling system violates
state standards because it withdraws
and discharges about 2.5 billion gallons of river water a day, damaging the
river’s ecosystem and killing almost
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one billion aquatic organisms each
year. Sucking so much water causes
plankton, eggs and larvae to be drawn
into the plant’s machinery, or entrained,
and the water pressure also causes fish
to be trapped against intake screens.
The decision means that Indian
Point’s owner, Entergy Corp., now
has to build a closed-cycle cooling system—which would reduce
water withdrawals and fish kills by 98
percent—if it has any hope of getting
a 20-year license extension. Because
of the cost of building such a system,
estimated at between $300 million and
$500 million, the decision could mark
the beginning of the end of Indian
Point’s relicensing bid, resulting in the
plant’s closing down. The licenses for
Indian Point’s two units, which came
online in the 1970s, are due to expire in
September 2013 and December 2015.
This determination by DEC is especially critical now, given the severely depleted fish populations in the Hudson
River. Recent studies commissioned
by Riverkeeper show that 10 of 13 key
species studied have declined in abundance since the 1980s. In 2004, the
Federal Register noted that five Hudson
River power plants (of which Indian
Point is by far the largest and most
destructive) collectively entrained 20
percent of the annual spawn of striped
bass, 25 percent of bay anchovies, 43
percent of Atlantic tomcod, and up to
79 percent of other species.
“This is a major setback for Entergy,” Matthiessen said, “the biggest
and most concrete for the company
since Riverkeeper started this campaign
many years ago.”

he Crowne Plaza Hotel in Secaucus, New Jersey
has admitted to unlawfully discharging sewagecontaminated wastewater into the Hackensack River.
On March 22, Montreal-based RD Secaucus LP
pleaded guilty in Superior Court to violating the New
Jersey Water Pollution Control Act by emptying polluted
wastewater into the river without benefit of state or federal permits. Under the plea agreement, the company
will pay $75,000 to Hackensack Riverkeeper to support
its Waterkeeper programs. The hotel must also implement a program to monitor the handling of wastewater
and prevent future discharges into the river.
As reported in the Winter 2010 issue of WATERKEEPER, the case began in May of last year after the
Hackensack Riverkeeper, Captain Bill Sheehan, received
an anonymous tip and turned the intelligence over
to state authorities. On June 8, 2009, a team from
the New Jersey state attorney general’s office and
detectives from the Division of Criminal Justice (DCJ)
Environmental Crimes Section executed a search warrant at the hotel, which is located on the river. Their
investigation revealed that putrid wastewater from an
underground tunnel was collecting in a grate-covered
pit beside the hotel. Hotel staff had rigged a pump and
hose, through which the foul-smelling wastewater was
regularly pumped to the riverbank. The hotel’s owner
was indicted in September 2009.
Under the court-ordered monitoring program, the hotel must retain a DCJ-approved consultant to monitor the
flow of wastewater and ensure that it is correctly pumped
into the local sanitary sewer. If changes in flow rate are
detected, the company must take immediate action to fix
the problem.
During the past two years, the DCJ Environmental
Crimes Section has partnered with Hackensack Riverkeeper and New York/New Jersey Baykeeper to pursue
a community environmental-policing strategy. Together
they established a pilot program in which the Waterkeepers patrol their waterways looking for potential
environmental crimes.
“A case like this only makes us more determined
in our mission,” said Sheehan. “The only option we’re
willing to accept from polluters is the “Crowne Plaza
option” – that they become ex-polluters. We’re here,
we’re not going away, and we’re not going to stop until
the Hackensack River is fishable, swimmable and livable for everyone and everything.”
www.waterkeeper.org
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New Day for New York’s Jamaica Bay
W

ith more than 25,000 acres
of water, marsh, meadowland, beaches, dunes and
forests in Brooklyn and Queens
-- all accessible by subway -Jamaica Bay is considered the
crown jewel of New York City’s
coastal resources.
More than a half million
New Yorkers live in the Jamaica
Bay watershed, and the bay is a
popular fishing-and-boating area.
It contains a federal wildlife refuge the size of 10 Central Parks,
a portion of New York and New
Jersey’s Gateway National Recreation Area, Bayswater State Park
and nearly a dozen city parks.
It provides a nursery for the
region’s marine life, including
popular sport fish like summer
flounder, and a critical bird-habitat area that is visited by nearly
20 percent of North America’s
bird species annually. It is also
home to various endangered and
threatened species—from sea
turtles to peregrine falcons.
In February, NY/NJ Baykeeper was one of four environmental groups that announced an
agreement-in-principle with
Mayor Michael Bloomberg, the
New York City Department of
Environmental Protection and
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation to

significantly improve Jamaica
Bay’s health through upgrades
to four major sewage-treatment
plants and investments in
marsh restoration.
The announcement followed
months of intensive negotiations among the city, the state
and environmental groups,
represented by the Natural Resources Defense Council as legal
counsel. At issue were alleged
permit violations at the four
plants, which currently discharge
levels of nitrogen pollution into
Jamaica Bay that are among the
highest in the world—nearly
40,000 pounds daily.
The nitrogen discharges
cause harmful algae blooms that
frequently render portions of the
bay inhospitable to marine life
and unusable for people. There
is also mounting evidence that
elevated nitrogen levels contribute to the rapid and accelerating loss of the bay’s signature
marshlands, which provide not
only invaluable wildlife habitats
but also shoreline erosion
control and a protective flood
barrier to the neighborhoods
ringing the bay.
The groups will continue
over the next several months
to work with the city and state
to finalize the agreement and

ensure long-term implementation of a 10-year water quality
improvement plan. It is hoped
that the agreement will help
secure federal funding to back
up the city’s efforts.
“We applaud Mayor
Bloomberg and the new
Department of Environmental
Protection commissioner, Cas
Holloway, for their good faith
effort in finding solutions that
work for Jamaica Bay,” said NY/
NJ Baykeeper Debbie Mans.
“We feel confident that we can
finalize our preliminary agreement and secure lasting commitments to measures that will
improve and save this precious
natural resource.”
DON RIEPE, JAMAICA BAY GUARDIAN.

n late February, the U.S.
Supreme Court denied a
request by the pesticide industry
to hear and overturn the
Croplife America v. Baykeeper
case, in which environmental
groups, including Long Island
Soundkeeper, Peconic Baykeeper,
San Francisco Baykeeper and
Waterkeeper Alliance, defeated
an attempt by the industry and
the Bush-era Environmental
Protection Agency to exempt
pesticides from Clean Water
Act permitting.
The Supreme Court’s action
makes final the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeal’s ruling that
aquatic pesticide residues
and drift from aerial pesticide
spraying constitute “pollutants”
under the Clean Water Act and
must be regulated to minimize
impacts on human health and
the environment.
The Supreme Court’s action
is a defeat for the numerous
agribusiness and industry trade
associations who sought to exclude a wide range of pesticide
applications from Clean Water
Act review.
With all appeals now
resolved, virtually all applications of commercial pesticides
to, over, or around waterways
will require National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permits. These permits require regulatory agencies
to monitor exactly how much of
a pesticide application goes into
each waterway, and to evaluate
effects on fish and wildlife. And
they allow for local citizen input.
The EPA has pledged to develop
permitting guidelines by April
2011, when the permit requirement formally will go into effect.
“The Supreme Court has put
the final seal on a victory for clean
water, and for fish and wildlife,”
said Charlie Tebbutt, lead counsel
for the environmental groups
that challenged the rule. “We look
forward to working with EPA to
protect the environment rather
than the chemical industry.”

DON RIEPE, JAMAICA BAY GUARDIAN.
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A River Speaks
W

hen Dean Naujoks served as the Neuse
Riverkeeper, in North Carolina, he frequently
met people who used the river ever day but were
not politically active or part of any effort to fight
for the river’s protection. “Nonetheless, they had
a deep concern about the health and future wellbeing of the river,” Naujoks says. “Their knowledge
of the river was invaluable to me as Riverkeeper
and their appreciation for the river served as a
source of inspiration to continue our efforts to
save the river.”
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They also kept a storehouse of lore about the river.
But, for the most part, their stories went untold.
When Naujoks became Yadkin Riverkeeper, he
decided to do something about that. During one
of his first days on the job, he met with Phoebe
Zerwick, a Winston-Salem journalist, and Christine
Rucker, a photographer who lives on the Yadkin
River, to discuss the idea of bringing to life the
stories of people for whom the river was part of their
everyday lives. The result is a new blog, “A River of
the People.” It is part of a larger project funded by
www.waterkeeper.org
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In New Brunswick,
a River Runs Free
Once Again

P

the North Carolina Humanities Council and the
Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Arts Council to
tell the story of the river in human terms through
photographs, audio and words. Zerwick and
Rucker have been interviewing and photographing
people along the river since last fall.
“The photographs are spectacular,” Naujoks
says, “and the stories once again remind me of why
we are fighting to protect this remarkable river. My
hope is that these stories will engage a wide audience and broaden our base of river supporters.”
You can read the blog through the Yadkin Riverkeeper website at: www.yadkinriverkeeper.org.

www.waterkeeper.org

etitcodiac Riverkeeper Tim Van
Hinte had been waiting for this day
for a very long time. On April 14, more
than 40 years after a causeway choked
the Petitcodiac River in New Brunswick
Province, new causeway gates opened
the way to the biggest fish-passage
restoration project in Canadian history.
“This is the first time in 42 years
that the Bay of Fundy is going to be
united with its headwaters in the
Petitcodiac,” Van Hinte said. “The
liberation of this great river system is a
truly historic event. We should all take
great pride.”
The causeway, built in 1968 between
Moncton and Riverview by the New
Brunswick Department of Transportation, blocked the passage of fish and
reduced the river’s famous tidal bore
to a ripple.
Petitcodiac Riverkeeper was formed
in 1999 to ensure that the provincial
and federal governments comply with
the federal Fisheries Act and restore
fish passage throughout the river
system. In 2001, the Riverkeeper
initiated legal proceedings to have
the causeway replaced with a bridge
that would permit the river to return
to its natural flow, and the causeway
was declared illegal by the Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans.
A five-year, multi-million-dollar
environmental impact assessment

followed, culminating in a precedentsetting recommendation in 2007 to
dismantle a section of the causeway
and replace it with a partial bridge. The
project began with $20 million in preparatory work that included the reinforcement of riverbank areas to prevent
further erosion and the construction of
dykes to protect agricultural land from
flooding. The installation and opening
of the causeway gates was the second
phase. The third and final phase, which
could begin as early as 2011, will involve dismantling a 280-metre section
of the causeway and replacing it with
the bridge.
Van Hinte believes that the project
will have broad-reaching effects both
nationally and internationally. “A lot of
people are looking at this project to see
how successful it is,” he said. “If you
do it on the Petitcodiac, maybe that will
spur other rivers to do the same—to
understand that removing barriers to
fish passage is a way of restoring rivers
and fish populations that have been
declining for decades.”
Mark Mattson, Lake Ontario Waterkeeper and a board member of Waterkeeper Alliance, was thrilled with the
news of the opening. “This is a great
victory for rivers and for environmental
justice in Canada,” he said. “The
people of the Petitcodiac river valley
have every reason to celebrate.”
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Blue
The New Color of Money:
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Massive discharge of sediment loads by a river entering
the Caribbean Sea off the Meso-American coast.
MALIK NAUMANN/MARINE PHOTOBANK.

Investing in

healthy waterways
can yield big

environmental
and economic returns.
By Linwood Pendleton

P

icking stocks is still a roller-coaster ride.
Confidence in the markets is at an all-time low. A
mattress seems a reasonable alternative to the
local savings bank. What’s an investor to do?

Get out of the office and walk down to the shore, that’s what.
Investing is about growing capital, and this is a
time to reconsider what we mean by capital, to look in
new places for high economic returns – especially for
social investments. Topping the list of those places is
environmental capital.
We are a nation pre-occupied with the economic potential of technical progress and with clever new ways to turn a
dollar. But while we’ve relentlessly created new goods, new
services and new markets, we’ve let the capital inherent in
our precious natural resources depreciate. iPhones are awesome, but they are a poor substitute for a good swim. We
can fill our homes with smart gadgets, but we can’t protect
them from storms as well as a healthy wetland can.
Opportunity arises not only from new technology,
but also from our ancient earth. Vibrant and sustainable
ecosystems – especially aquatic ecosystems surrounding
coasts, lakes, and rivers – are one form of natural capital.
They can generate significant ecological returns by
supporting productive habitats. But beyond that, they are
valuable sources of economic growth. Beaches, coastal
communities, ports, and fragile bays are economic
engines that drive and support large sectors of the
national economy.

www.waterkeeper.org
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In the Gulf, a Failure Both
Private and Public
The opposite of investment opportunity
is risk. While the stock market does a reasonably
good job of weighing risks against profit, industries and
government don’t do as well in assessing the true risks
of their activities to the environment and to the jobs that
depend on its health. The Deepwater Horizon oil spill in
the Gulf of Mexico, one of our nation’s most productive
fisheries, is an all-too-clear example of their failure to do so.
The major commercial fishing ports in the
Gulf bring in more than 1.2 billion pounds of
fresh seafood each year, according to the National
Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration. Eighty-three
percent of the total U.S. shrimp landings and 56 percent
of U.S. oyster landings occur in the Gulf of Mexico. The
region accounts for more than 40 percent of U.S. marine
recreational fishing catch, with tourism and recreation
providing more than 620,000 jobs, yielding more than $9
billion in wages paid each year in the Gulf coast.
And yet, instead of being completely honest
and transparent about the true costs of
ocean and coastal development, government
and industry have tended to say, explicitly
or implicitly, that technology, when properly
applied, makes the risks negligible. Moreover,
political factors, public relations and the profit motive, rather
than careful economic analysis, tend to determine where
industrial activity and development occur along our coasts
and in our oceans.
Offshore oil exploration and extraction will
always involve potential environmental
and thus economic costs, but these costs and the
probability of an accident will differ depending
on the “where” and “how” of exploration and
extraction. The “where” has much to do with the coastal
and marine economies that are at stake. This is why we
don’t see new offshore oil activity in California—the potential
costs are deemed too huge. The “how” reflects the fact that
certain areas and technologies are inherently riskier—with
accidents more likely to occur in some places (for instance,
hurricane zones and deep sea sites) and responses more
likely to be limited in others (for instance, northern Alaska).
Because all new energy production involves
some likely environmental impact, it is
important that our national energy policy
include careful consideration of the total costs
and benefits of potential energy sources, and that
it favors the mix that has the highest net benefit
and least potential cost to the environment. All
offshore and coastal energy projects have potential impacts.
But right now, our national energy policy, new climate and
energy legislation, and President Obama’s new national
ocean policy are not integrated.
For example, approval of Cape Wind,
the nation’s first offshore wind farm,
off the coast of Cape Cod, and removal of the
moratorium on offshore drilling both were
enacted even though the President’s proposed
national ocean policy will require that all new
offshore wind and power projects be planned in
a regional context that includes all of the other
major ocean uses—which did not happen in
either of these cases. These moves may make political
sense, but as the unfolding disaster in the Gulf of Mexico
makes all too clear, keeping these policies separate doesn’t
make environmental or economic sense.
24
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While estuary regions only
make up  percent of the land
area of the United States, they
produce a staggering  percent
of the country’s economic output.
In eight coastal states, estuary
regions are home to  percent or
more of the state’s economy. In a
book released last year, the group
“Restore America’s Estuaries”
and a panel of economic experts
examined a cross-section of our
economy that depends directly on
healthy estuaries and coastal ecosystems. They found that  percent of all U.S. commercial fisheries depend in some degree on
estuaries. More striking, though,
were their findings about how
many other parts of the economy
depend on healthy waterways.
These include jobs associated with
recreational fishing, bird watching, beach going, surfing and
scuba diving. They also demonstrated that healthy waterways are
critical for the vitality of ports.
Clean waterways, moreover, create value for waterfront homes. In
Waukegan, Illinois, for instance, a
harbor clean-up increased home
values by more than  billion, as
estimated by John Braden of the

University of Illinois. And David
Dismukes and his colleagues
at Louisiana State University
estimate that  percent of U.S. oil
refining capacity and  percent
of the U.S. petroleum strategic reserve would be subject to massive
floods and storm damage if not for
mangroves and wetlands along the
Louisiana coast.
Unfortunately, for the last
two hundred years, we’ve been
burning through our natural
capital. We’ve converted wetlands
to farms, dunes to neighborhoods,
and streams, rivers, and coasts
into trash containers and toilets.
We are much poorer for this
profligacy. We have lost the direct
value of healthy waterways plus
the value of all we have created
around them. Homes, ports, and
businesses are all far less valuable
than they would be if they were
situated along ecologically
productive and sustainable
waterways.
For an environmentalist, this
is a grim diagnosis. But for an
investor, our sorry history of
waterway pollution and habitat
loss has created a world of
opportunities. Why?
www.waterkeeper.org

www.waterkeeper.org

Linwood Pendleton is the Director of Ocean and
Coastal Ocean Policy at Duke University’s Nicholas
Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions.
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Well, let’s try a thought experiment.
Imagine that Warren Buffet were
the chief environmental officer of
Waterkeepers, LLC. Mr. Buffet is famous
for his ability to identify businesses that
are operating far below their potential,
businesses he can buy cheaply and
develop profitably. He could easily
find waterways that are functioning
substantially below their economic
potential. Now, how could he apply his
strategy to them?
His first need would be to understand
what makes a waterway valuable. Here are
three rules of thumb he should consider:
t 8BUFSXBZTIBWFIJHIWBMVFXIFOQFPQMF
use them. So those near urban populations
often have high economic potential
because there are many potential users.
t 8
 BUFSXBZTIBWFIJHIWBMVFXIFO
they provide benefits such as fishing
(commercial and recreational),
scenery and wildlife, such as a variety
of birds, and leisure opportunities,
such as swimming and boating.
t 'JOBMMZ XBUFSXBZTIBWFIJHIWBMVF
when they support species or cultural
assets that are charismatic or rare,
such as salmon, whales and grizzly
bears, even shell middens.
Since a good investment is one
where the returns to your investment
are much greater than the investment

coastal and estuary management.
For Waterkeepers in the United States,
who can set precedents around the world,
these developments have three immediate
implications First, Waterkeepers can
now make the claim that environmental
protection is not bad for the economy; it
is essential for economic development.
Second, they can leverage the economic
importance of their work by actively
choosing projects that meet the
investment guidelines laid out earlier—
projects with potential to increase
the value of ecosystem-dependent
economies, including ecosystem services,
at reasonable costs. Finally, Waterkeepers
can better protect natural-ecosystem
capital that currently has high value—
in the face of threats like habitat loss,
overdevelopment and pollution—because
it is clearer and better understood than
ever before that it is a much more savvy
financial decision to protect a waterway
than it is to destroy it.

Wildlife are often
the unintended
victims of misplaced
economic priorities.

RUSSIAN DOORS/MARINE PHOTOBANK

GERICK BERGSMA 2009/MARINE PHOTOBANK.

Evaporation ponds are used to
extract salt from seawater along the
southern shore of the San Francisco
Bay in California. The vibrant colors
arise from blooms of microorganisms that are able to tolerate the
highly saline water. The ponds were
built over tidal marshes, and were
operated by Cargill. Recently, the
State of California and the Federal
government purchased 15,000 acres
of salt ponds that are now being
restored to wetland habitat.

itself, his next step would be to identify
waterways that have low cost relative
to their potential value. In the world
of environmental capital, this involves
not only finding bargains in the realestate market, but also leveraging
volunteer labor and spending precious
conservation funds wisely. Do you spend
 million to buy land you can never
afford to restore or do you spend 
million restoring creeks, daylighting
streams, and pushing for better
implementation of environmental laws?
Warren Buffet, we can assume, would
quickly reach these realizations. But
optimizing environmental capital is more
often the challenge of governments,
not of shrewd capitalists. And it is
encouraging to observe that governments
are starting to recognize the economic
power of watershed management
and restoration. In the United States,
President Obama’s Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) recently
proposed new guidelines that would
require all federal water projects to
maximize the benefits they contribute to
the economy – including the provision of
ecosystem services and values, including
those generated by associated fisheries,
bird and wildlife viewing, shoreline
protection, even oxygen production
and water purification. During the
same week, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration convened
a blue-ribbon panel to chart a course for
better understanding and measuring the
economic value of estuary and coastal
habitat restoration.
Some worry that the new federal
focus on the economic value of
waterways will mean more old-school
economic development—building,
commercialization and industrialization.
The new guidelines, however, are clear:
The old economy is dead, long live the
new economy—one where we recognize
and invest in economically important
ecosystem services and ecosystemdependent economies.
Already the switch to the new “bluegreen economy” is paying off. Nearly
 million of U.S. stimulus funds were
allocated directly to waterway-habitat
restoration. If the new CEQ guidelines for
federal water projects are approved by the
National Research Council, government
investments in pollution reduction,
restoration, and conservation in
waterways will be functionally equivalent
to investments in economic development,
trade and jobs. This could open doors for
allocating federal funds for watershed,
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Living Beyond
Our Means
Exequiel Ezcurra is the
director of the University
of California’s Institute for
Mexico and the United
States at UC, Riverside.
Octavio Aburto is a research
scientist at the Scripps Center
for Marine Biodiversity and
Conservation. Jason Murray is
a member of the Economics
faculty at Moore School of
Business, University of South
Carolina
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n December , news broke in the Mexican
media that the Mexican Fund for the Promotion
of Tourism (F) and the National Finance
Bank (Nacional Financiera) had donated  hectares of Caribbean coastal land to the development
company “Golf and Resorts” for the construction of
the Costa Cancún project. F’s justification
for the transaction was that the plot was a swamp,
covered by lagoon-flooded mangrove forests that
had “no economic value.”
Environmental scientists in Mexico were
alarmed and insulted. Many of them were involved
in a United Nations project called the Millennium
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Ecosystem Assessment, which had clearly demonstrated the value of the ecosystem services provided
by coastal lagoons. To their eyes, the destruction of
a large expanse of the extremely rare, species-rich,
Caribbean dwarf mangrove seemed inconceivable.
Governmental agencies had given away federal land
explicitly to be dredged and filled for development,
destroying the original ecosystem, and were calling
this process “land reclamation,” as if they were
adding value to previously worthless land.
Here was a clash between radically different
visions of the world. To environmentalists the
value of coastal wetlands, especially mangroves
www.waterkeeper.org
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Where some see a
worthless swamp,
scientists see an
immensely valuable
natural resource.
By Exequiel Ezcurra, Octavio Aburto
and Jason Murray

and coastal lagoons, was obvious. Such areas were
prime examples of “natural capital.” Economic
development agencies, on the other hand, base
economic valuations on short-term revenue projections. From their perspective, the construction
of a golf course and a housing development for
tourists was a way to generate jobs and income, and
it did not matter if this were achieved by destroying mangrove wetlands, which they perceived as
without any real value or use.
In fact, they were far from valueless, although no
serious effort had yet been undertaken in Mexico
to put an objective value on the services provided
www.waterkeeper.org

by these ecosystems.
Similar threats to wetlands are now mounting
all along the Pacific coast of Mexico, particularly
in the Gulf of California, which is the northernmost limit for the distribution of mangroves in
the Eastern Pacific. Although the region has a low
population density, there is increasing pressure to
transform mangroves into tourism developments
and other commercial projects, such as shrimp
farms. In many cases, this would require dredging
for marinas and channels, resulting in diminished
water flows, which would have negative effects on
the water flows and quality in the local lagoons
and estuaries, and threaten the health of the
remaining mangroves.
Official government statistics indicate that
the Gulf of California is already losing mangrove
forests at a yearly rate of two percent, due to sedimentation, water pollution, deforestation and
land-use change. These losses would likely endanger the myriad fish, mollusks and crustaceans that
live in these ecosystems, which provide habitats
in which juvenile fish are protected by the submerged, slender stilt roots of the red mangrove
trees that normally grow along the fringes of mangrove forests. These fish also feed on the organic
matter produced by the forests as they shed leaves
into the flooded understory.

Here was
a clash
between
radically
different
visions of
the world.
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In order to evaluate the ecological services
provided by mangroves to local fisheries, we correlated official landing data for blue crabs and
mangrove-related fish, such as mullet and snappers, with the amount of fringe mangrove within
a -mile radius of the landing port. The results
have shown a very high correlation between mangrove habitat and fish yield: the larger the length
of fringe mangrove, the higher the landings
recorded. This relationship is critically important
for a region in which more than one-third of all
artisanal fishery landings consist of mangroverelated species.
The Gulf of California and the Baja California
Peninsula contain some  thousand hectares of
mangrove and more than  kilometers of fringe
forest. This habitat shelters young fish and crab
that will mature in open waters and provide an
annual average catch of , tons for the region,
generating an annual income of US million for
local fishers. Because the fringe forest is about
 meters wide, the area covered by one kilometer of fringe forest is around one hectare. Hence,
each hectare of red mangrove where the juvenile
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fish seek refuge yields landings valued at about
US, annually to the local fishers.
If , is the “interest” provided annually
by the “natural capital” (a hectare of fringe forest),
what then is the total value of this resource? This
estimation is known by economists as the “discounted value” of a resource. In this case, we want
to know the present-day value of the natural capital
that would yield, over a certain number of years,
an annual interest to society of ,. Using,
conservatively, a period of  years (the usefulness of mangrove forests should last much longer
than that) and a standard interest rate of  percent,
the present-day value of one hectare of mangrove
fringe for the local economy can be estimated at
US ,. In other words, we would need an
investment of about , to replace the loss
of income that one hectare of mangrove provides.
We recently published these results in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America, and they were
received by Mexican and international media with
an unexpected degree of interest and concern.
Although our estimate of the value of fringe mangroves seemed to many to be surprisingly large, it
may actually be greater, since we only considered
local benefits generated by fisheries and did not
take into account other indirect values of mangrove
ecosystems, such as coastal and wildlife-habitat
protection, biodiversity conservation, water-cycle
regulation and pollution trapping, as well as their
effect on ecotourism.
Around the time our study was published,
Robert Costanza, director of the Gund Institute for
Ecological Economics at the University of Vermont
and co-founder of the International Society for
Ecological Economics, and his collaborators estimated that the loss of storm-protection services
provided by one hectare of coastal wetlands in
the Gulf of Mexico corresponded to an average
increase in the cost of inland hurricane damage
of about US,. (Their definition of wetlands
included not only mangroves, but also other types
of floodable coastal ecosystems such as marshlands). Hurricanes, however, do not hit each coast
segment every year, so, taking into account the
annual probability of hits by hurricanes of varying
intensities, they found that the mean annual value
of the storm protection services of coastal wetlands
was about US, per hectare. In other words,
on average, each hectare of coastal wetlands provides the coastal inhabitants of the Gulf of Mexico
annual savings of approximately , in hurricane mitigation. If, once again, we equal the value
of these coastal protection services to the interest
www.waterkeeper.org

Many commercially important open-sea fish species, such as the yellow snapper, spend part of their
life cycle in the rich waters of the mangrove fringe.

of the natural capital, we can work the investment
formula backwards to estimate the value of the
natural capital—the present-day value of a hectare
of coastal wetlands — at about US,.
Further serious, robust and rigorously peerreviewed studies such as these will increase our
awareness of the immense and unappreciated
value of the environmental services provided by
coastal wilderness. But the research published in
the last two years has helped us to understand a
lot about the value of these services. It has shown
clearly that when a coastal wetland is dredged
and transformed, immensely valuable ecological
services are lost forever. The changes may be
profitable for the individual developer who has
received a concession to build in what previously
was a federally owned wetland and who has not
paid for the real value of the habitat that is being
destroyed. But it represents a serious net loss
for other members of society, such as the local
fishers, who watch helplessly as the productivity
of their resources declines irreversibly. We are
now working with Mexican civil organizations
and governmental agencies to ensure that future
laws and regulations take these issues seriously
into account.

Changes
that may
be profitable
for the
individual
developer
are often a
serious net
loss for other
members of
society.
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IN BAJA CALIFORNIA:

Protecting “the World’s Aquarium,”
and Some of Its Loveliest Beaches

A

bout  miles long and with more than
, miles of coastline, Mexico’s Baja
California peninsula is the second largest in
the world. To the west lies the Pacific Ocean and
to the east the Sea of Cortez, also known as the
Gulf of California, a body of water so rich with
life that Jacques Cousteau dubbed it, “the world’s
aquarium.” Its waters, according to the U.N. Environment Program’s World Conservation Monitoring Center, harbor  species of marine mammals
(almost  percent of those in the world) and 
species of fish. In , the U.N. declared the Sea
of Cortez and  of its desert islands a World
Heritage Site.
Today Baja is fighting for its life against several
threats. Tourism-development projects are destroying the very wildlife and habitats that they invite visitors to explore. Tens of thousands of hotel
rooms are being built without waste-management
plans, and ever-increasing numbers of boaters,
sports-fishermen, kayakers, divers and swimmers
use Baja’s waters without any regulation.
The city of La Paz is a prime destination for
30
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eco-tourists who come to explore the wonders of
the Sea of Cortez. But because of pollution and
unregulated tourism-related developments, in less
than a decade the mangroves on the inner side of
the Bay of La Paz have lost more than  percent
of their vegetation.
Peter Patterson came to La Paz a decade ago to
study marine sciences at the Autonomous University. He fell instantly in love with the unmatched
beauty of the bay, and decided to make the city his
home. Soon, though, he witnessed the destruction
wrought by reckless development projects.
“I saw the urgent need for someone to point
out what people were doing and the lies that were
being told—like that ecological damages were
negligible,” he says. “And I decided to become a
Waterkeeper.” He established La Paz Coastkeeper
in .
Patterson has been successful in raising awareness about the effects of unchecked development
and in organizing opposition to it. La Paz Coastkeeper began working in a mangrove-monitoring
program for sites in the Bay of La Paz that are
www.waterkeeper.org
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protected by the Ramsar Convention, and is conducting an aerial survey to gather an inventory of
all the mangroves in the bay, identifying current
and future threats, and assessing their general
conditions. The group has also undertaken legal
action against a tourist-development project that
threatens the destruction of the last untouched
stand of mangroves, along a sand spit known as
“El Mogote,” which protects La Paz from coastal
storms. The suit has made its way through the
state courts and is now before a federal court in
Mexico City, awaiting a ruling.
One of Patterson’s recent efforts has been to
win further protection for Balandra Beach, one of
the most beautiful in the area. Balandra is home
to unique overlooks and rock-formations, and to
mangroves, dunes and other critical habitats in
desperate need of protection. Its calm, shallow waters make it a favored location for La Paz children’s
first swimming lessons. Balandra is already protected by the county, but Coastkeeper has joined
with La Paz County’s Local Committee for Clean
Beaches to have the beach included in Mexico’s
Clean Beach Certification program.
This program was developed to protect and restore coastal ecosystems and economies, and more
than  beaches have been certified throughout
Mexico to date. The beaches may be certified as
either recreational or conservational areas, and
to gain either designation is a rigorous process.
Beaches are inspected and must meet standards
for water quality, solid-waste management, coastal
www.waterkeeper.org

infrastructure, biodiversity, and for security, environmental education and other services provided
to beachgoers.
As part of Waterkeeper Alliance’s th Annual
Conference, Waterkeepers from around the world
will help the La Paz Coastkeeper and the county
of La Paz move closer to certifying Balandra as a
Clean Beach. With the help of the local community, they will assess clean-up and infrastructure
needs and put in place initial measures for the protection of sensitive areas.
In the meantime, Waterkeepers throughout
Baja California are working with local committees to protect and certify their beaches. Marta
Moctezuma, the Los Cabos Coastkeeper, has
been blazing the way to certify “El Chileno” as a
clean beach for recreational purposes. After years
of hard work with the National Commission of
Natural Protected Areas (CONANP), the beach
was certified in March of . Marta continues
to work with CONANP to certify conservation
zones within “El Medano” and other areas in Cabo
Pulmo. One of the designations would be for a
nesting-turtle habitat.
The Alliance’s newest Waterkeeper on Baja, Tijuana Waterkeeper Margarita Díaz, has been active in Clean Beach Certification in Tijuana and
Rosario since . Working with a local environmental-education group, Margarita has engaged
school children in the certification process, creating a life-long connection with and appreciation of
Tijuana’s beaches.

La Paz Coastkeeper Peter
Patterson won added
protection for Balandra
Beach, far left, and has filed
a lawsuit to preserve El
Mogote, center and right, La
Paz's last untouched stand
of mangroves.
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ALL PHOTOS BY ROGUE RIVERKEEPER UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

The proposed Coos Bay
terminal pipeline would cross
379 bodies of water, many of
which are critical habitats for
threatened Coho salmon.

IN THE SHADOW OF THE

SALMON
Rogue Riverkeeper battles LNG project
in one of America’s last wild places.
By Lesley Adams, Rogue Riverkeeper
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S

ince the s, plans to construct liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminals in California
have been defeated one after another. As a
result, multi-national energy interests have turned
their sights south to Mexico and north to Oregon. In
, the Costa Azul LNG terminal in Baja, Mexico
became the first LNG facility to be completed on
the West Coast of North America, and three
massive LNG terminals have been proposed for
Oregon. One of these, the Bradwood LNG project
on the Columbia River in the northern part of the
state, was defeated in May when, after a six-year
fight led by Columbia Riverkeeper, NorthernStar
Natural Gas announced that they were pulling the
plug. But two are still alive, and, if completed, they
would be the first such ports constructed on the
West Coast of the continental United States.
One of the proposed LNG terminal sites
in Oregon is on the Columbia River near the
Washington border, and a second is planned for
Coos Bay in the southwest corner of the state. Both
would include over  miles of high-pressure
gas pipelines that would rip across sensitive
wildlife habitats in Coos Bay and the Columbia
Estuary, across thousands of Oregonians’ family
farms and forestlands, and through important
forest habitats, including Mt. Hood National
Forest. These destructive and ill-conceived
projects are being challenged by a number of
parties, including Columbia Riverkeeper in the
north and Rogue Riverkeeper in the south.
One of the principal threats presented by these
proposed facilities is to wild salmon, an integral
part of the Pacific Northwest’s cultural, ecological
and economic fabric, and a regional icon. “Think of
the Northwest,” Carl Safina wrote in his essay The
Soul Who Swims, “and salmon soon come to mind.”
Wild salmon populations in the Pacific Northwest
are already at historically low, even crisis, levels,
largely because of dam construction, habitat loss
due to development, poor water quality and habitat
degradation resulting from logging operations that
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cut down  percent of Oregon’s and Washington’s
original old-growth forests. As Richard Manning
has written, “The forest raises the salmon, but the
salmon also raise the forest.”
Developments that harm salmon are often
justified by their economic returns. In rural
southern Oregon, an LNG proposal is being
touted by energy prospectors as sound economic
development. But the value of salmon is habitually
underappreciated. As Jean-Michel Cousteau has
observed, “We are experiencing the consequences
of not placing priority on the protection of this
valuable ocean resource. It takes great courage
to act in the interest of the environment over
commerce, but the protection of our wild salmon
is now an economic issue.”
LNG technology greatly reduces the volume
of natural gas, making it possible to ship it long
distances. Natural gas is drilled in far-off gas fields
in places such as Russia and the Middle East. Then
it is super-cooled until it reaches liquid form,
loaded onto huge, specially designed tankers, and
shipped thousands of miles to coastal terminals.
Upon reaching its destination, the liquefied gas
is reprocessed to its original gaseous form. The
leading LNG exporters include the three countries
with the world’s biggest natural gas reserves—
Russia, Iran and Qatar—as well as Indonesia,
Malaysia and Algeria.

These old-growth trees
are in the way of a 95-footwide clearcut that would
run 235 miles.
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The lower reaches of the
Rogue River watershed.

The LNG project would
impact 29 species listed
as endangered or
threatened, including six
species of whales.

In December , in what might be called
a rubber-stamp decision, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) approved the
Jordan Cove/Pacific Connector LNG import
facility in Coos Bay and the associated -mile
pipeline. This decision flies in the face of opposition
from state agencies, rural landowners, ranchers,
anglers, energy activists and conservationists
who expressed a multitude of concerns about this
project—including insufficient analysis, threats
to the environment, public safety and privateproperty rights, as well as increased U.S. reliance
on imported fossil fuels.
Perhaps most troubling is that FERC based
their determination on an inadequate body of
34
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information, failed to demonstrate an adequate
purpose or need for the project, and did not weigh
reasonable alternatives. For example, tapping
domestic natural-gas sources could be cheaper and
less environmentally destructive, and investing in
clean-energy development would reduce reliance
on fossil fuels and nuclear power. Moreover, in
FERC’s rush to approve, their analysis virtually
ignored the potential impacts on water quality
and supply, wetlands, salmon, wildlife habitats,
old-growth forests and public safety.
The proposed pipeline would cross  bodies
of water, many of which serve as critical habitats
for threatened Coho salmon. These crossings
would require extensive riparian cutting that
would increase water temperatures in streams that
already violate temperature standards for these
and other cold-water fish. Yet FERC’s evaluation
did not include site-specific impact analysis or
crossing plans for any of the sub-watersheds that
will be affected. The inadequacy of the energy
company’s crossing plans for the Rogue River
was recognized by the Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife, but the company ignored them,
and FERC approved their plans without requiring
additional analyses. Further, the project would
www.waterkeeper.org

FERC Chairman Jon
Wellinghoff stated in his
dissenting opinion that
there are environmentally
preferable ways to meet
projected energy needs.

impact twenty-nine species listed as endangered
or threatened, including six species of whales and
four species of sea turtles. Coho salmon, another
species on the endangered list, would also “likely
be adversely affected” by the project, according to
FERC’s own analysis.
Some of the harm would be caused by
extensive dredging for terminal construction in
the Coos Bay estuary—the amount of material
that would be dredged out of the estuary would
fill the Rose Bowl stadium in Pasadena nearly
 times. In light of this enormous impact, the
analysis of effects from dredging on sensitive
estuarine habitats and marine species was
grossly deficient.
FERC’s vote to approve was three-to-one. The
lone dissenter was Chairman Jon Wellinghoff.
His opinion succinctly explained why it is so important to stop the project. “Based on my review
of the evidence,” he stated, “I believe that there
are reasonable alternatives that would more efficiently, more reliably, and in an environmentally preferable manner meet the projected energy
needs of the markets that the Jordan Cove Project
is intended to serve. I am also concerned about
specific characteristics of the Jordan Cove Project. Therefore, I conclude that the Jordan Cove
Project is not in the public interest, and I respectfully dissent from today’s order.”
The  Energy Act took siting authority away
from states and gave the federal government the
power to seize private property for the economic benefit of energy companies, but the State of
Oregon retains some political and legal options.
Since the state is charged with implementing the
provisions of the Clean Water and Clean Air acts,
it can deny permit applications under these cornerstone environmental laws. Regarding FERC’s
approval of the Jordan Cove LNG project, Oregon
Governor Ted Kulongoski stated in January 
that “FERC continues to ignore Oregon’s very real
concerns about the unknown environmental impact of the pipeline associated with the proposed
LNG facility. FERC’s decision to issue a conditional license for a project with such profound
www.waterkeeper.org

potential impacts on the lives of Oregonians was
based on woefully inadequate information that
demands reconsideration.”
Rogue Riverkeeper got involved in fighting the
Coos Bay LNG proposal because of the project’s
potential impacts on water quality, salmon and
public forests in the Rogue Basin. Home to oldgrowth cathedral forests, rushing whitewater rivers
and those iconic salmon, southwest Oregon is one
of the last truly wild places left on the West Coast.
The Rogue Basin has the second-largest wild salmon
run in Oregon, after the Columbia River, and its
temperate forests are among the most biologically
diverse in the world. This is hardly an appropriate
place to build a -mile-long gas pipeline.

"Big Madrone" is a tree
that would be cut for the
pipeline route.
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The site where the proposed pipeline would cross the Rogue River.

The red circle indicates the projected thermal blast zone around the proposed Coos Bay terminal,
in the event of an accident. The red line charts the path of the proposed pipeline.
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The diversity of
those opposed to the
project has strengthened
our collective voice.

Statewide activists rally on the steps of the state capitol in Salem
to protest all three LNG proposals for Oregon.

We quickly have come to understand, however,
that this issue has much larger, even national,
implications in regard to environmental and energy
policy. Not only the Rogue Basin would be impacted,
but also the Coos Bay estuary and the Coquille,
Umpqua and Klamath watersheds, all of which are
part of the Pacific Northwest’s “salmon nation.” This
proposal threatens five watersheds that are already
in need of restoration. Rogue Riverkeeper is now
working with individuals and organizations in all
four counties and all five major watersheds (Coos,
Coquille, Umpqua, Rogue and Klamath basins) that
would be affected by this potentially disastrous
project, which exemplifies the lack of a responsible,
comprehensive national energy policy. We hope
that we can help rectify that.
The threats posed by the LNG project have
led to the creation of several unusual and
effective alliances. For example, conservationists
concerned about impacts to public lands and
waters have aligned with ranchers and privateproperty rights advocates, as well as many of
those living near the proposed regasification
www.waterkeeper.org

terminal and high-pressure pipeline, who are
concerned about the potential for a catastrophic
accident. The diversity of those opposed to the
project has strengthened our collective voice,
which is now being heard in Oregon’s state capital,
in Washington D.C., and in the corporate offices
of energy companies.
As the devastating effects of the recent offshore
oil rig explosion in the Gulf of Mexico continue
to reverberate throughout the Gulf Coast and
across the globe, it is increasingly apparent that
our nation’s reliance on a rapidly dwindling
supply of fossil fuels leads to a dead end. Energy
development in southern Oregon should focus on
increased efficiency and renewable sources, not
petroleum imports.
In January , Rogue Riverkeeper and allies,
represented by the Western Environmental Law
Center, filed a petition against FERC’s decision,
as did the state of Oregon and the National
Marine Fisheries Service. Rogue Riverkeeper is
prepared to file litigation if our request is rejected.
Meanwhile, the voracious energy companies,
empowered by FERC’s rubber-stamp approval,
continue to pursue this project, ignoring and
masking its serious impacts. Rogue Riverkeeper is
determined to take that rubber stamp out of the
federal regulators’ hands, to continue the fight
to safeguard our rivers and our salmon, and to
realize a more rational and secure energy future
for our nation.
Lesley Adams founded the Rogue Riverkeeper
program in January . She previously served
as outreach director for Klamath-Siskiyous
Wildlands Center, Rogue Riverkeeper’s parent
organization. She received a B.S. in Environmental
Studies from Southern Oregon University, where
she also served as co-director of the Ecology
Center of the Siskiyous.
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A Deepening Crisis
on the Delaware

If the Army Corps of Engineers gets its way, not only will the Delaware River
be in peril—so will the legal foundations of America’s environmental laws.
By Maya K. van Rossum, Delaware Riverkeeper

T

he Delaware River, flowing  miles
through New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Delaware, is the last
major river east of the Mississippi with no
dams on its main stem. Once abundant with
fish, crustaceans, birds and wildlife, it was so
polluted by the s that it contained a -mile
oxygen-depleted dead zone near Philadelphia
and Camden, N.J., through which no fish could
pass. In the s, citizen action and strong
laws sparked a comeback for the Delaware, as for
many other imperiled rivers. The Delaware has
continued to recover in the ensuing decades, but
it remains extremely vulnerable to any further
environmental assaults.
38
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Today, the bay at the river’s mouth is the
second-largest stopover location in the Western
Hemisphere for migrating shorebirds. Anywhere
from , to more than a million birds stop
there each year on their way north. What makes
the bay so attractive to many of them are the eggs
of the largest concentration of spawning horseshoe
crabs along the Atlantic coast.
Of all the migrating birds, the red knot rufa is
the most awe-inspiring. In spring, the red knots
leave their wintering grounds at the southern tip
of South America and fly north more than ,
miles nonstop, arriving on the shores of Delaware
Bay literally starving. They time their arrival to
coincide with the spawning of the horseshoe
www.waterkeeper.org
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A container ship travels
up the Delaware River.

crabs, which lay billions of tiny, energy-rich eggs
on the bay’s beaches. The birds feast on the eggs
to restore their body weight—which declines by
as much as half during their two-to-three-day
flight—then complete their spring migration with
another nonstop flight of more than , miles
to their breeding grounds in the Canadian Arctic.
This spectacle, however, has become less grand
because the bay’s horseshoe-crab population has
declined by as much as  percent due to overharvest and an array of environmental harms. As a
result, the number of red knots that appear each
spring has fallen even more sharply. Where once
as many as , were counted on the Delaware
Bay shore, there are now less than ,.
www.waterkeeper.org

The Delaware also once supported the largest
population of shortnose and Atlantic sturgeon
in North America, and was known in the late
th century as America’s “caviar capital.” About
 percent of the sturgeon harvested in the U.S.
lived there. Since then, habitat loss (primarily due
to deepening and dredging), saltwater intrusion,
poor-quality or polluted water, and boat and
propeller strikes are among the harms that have
contributed to the sturgeons’ continuing decline.
It has been estimated that there are now less than
, shortnose sturgeon and less than  Atlantic sturgeon across the entire Delaware Estuary.
Yet, with these and other magnificent species
so precariously poised on the brink of extinction, the federal government is barreling down
on the Delaware River with a project that could
do further, devastating harm. The agency that has
the river in its line of sight is the Army Corps of
Engineers, who propose to deepen the river’s main
navigation channel from a depth of  feet to 
feet from Camden to the mouth of the Delaware
Bay—a distance of  miles. The project was first
authorized by Congress in  and has been the
subject of fierce debate ever since. The Corps is
willing to violate laws, strip states of their legal
rights, and spend over  million to severely
damage nearly one-third of the Delaware and
a vast array of wetlands and wildlife, while also
threatening thousands of jobs that depend on a
healthy river and estuary.
The last full environmental review of the
project, which was required by federal law, was
released in . The information it contains is
deficient and based on old science. The status of
the Atlantic sturgeon is not considered, nor are
the recent declines of the horseshoe crab and the
red knot rufa. The study also lacks recent data on
increasing pollution and on the destruction of
wetlands that are critical for protecting communities from catastrophic storms. Threats to drink-

In November 2004, spillage
of heavy crude oil from the
tanker Athos I darkened 115
miles of the Delaware River.
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The Athos I oil spill polluted
280 miles of river shoreline,
as seen here at Riverwinds
Beach in West Deptford,
New Jersey.
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ing-water consumed by more than eight million
residents of the region are given short shrift. And
there is much more information that the Army
Corps of Engineers has chosen to ignore.
Moreover, the continuing claim of a self-interested few that the deepening is of vital economic
importance is simply not true. According to the
Army Corps, the economic benefits of the deepening would be enjoyed mostly by six oil facilities on
the river, since reduced to five. Large oil tankers
entering Delaware Bay are generally heavily laden
with oil, and sit  feet or deeper in the water. For
the tankers to rise high enough to navigate the
-foot channel, they must off-load (“lighter”) a
portion of their cargo onto smaller ships. If the
channel is dredged to reach  feet, the tankers
will still have to lighter, just a bit less. This would
reduce costs for the oil companies, but it wouldn’t
increase oil volume or refinery jobs because the
Delaware River refineries already operate at capacity. It would, however, cut profits for the lightering company and probably cost jobs there.
Yet, remarkably, the oil companies themselves
are not vocal supporters of the deepening plan.
None of the five now operating on the river has
ever committed to or invested in private chan-
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nel deepening, nor in facility upgrades needed to
take advantage of a deepened channel. Indeed, in
the past, other refiners located there have even
opposed the deepening, stating it would provide
them with no benefit. Why should taxpayers
fund a project to which the primary beneficiaries,
members of a multi-billion-dollar industry, won’t
contribute a dime?
The Army Corps itself has recognized that
deepening would not expand oil or cargo deliveries along the river, that its only benefit would
be increased efficiencies in shipping. In its most
recent project-assessment, the Corps stated that
“the mix and volume of cargoes coming to the
benefiting terminals will be equivalent for either
the current  foot or the proposed  foot channel depths. . . .There is no induced [i.e., increased]
tonnage as a result of the deepening project.” In a
letter to fellow agencies, the Corps explained, “The
purpose of the deepening project is to make it
possible to handle. . . cargo in a more efficient way.
This efficiency takes the form of more-heavilyloaded vessels. With the deeper channel, fewer
total vessel calls will be required . . .”
The Corps claims that deepening the river is
necessary to “maintain navigation.” But navigation
www.waterkeeper.org
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Red knots depend on horseshoe crabs to fuel their spring
migration and are among the species that could be harmed by
deepening. It is a species already at risk of extinction because
of horseshoe crab declines.

has never been at risk along the Delaware. Since
, without the “benefit” of a main channel deeper than  feet, the Port of Wilmington has grown
nearly  percent in container-port traffic and the
Port of Philadelphia nearly  percent, an increase
exceeded by only three ports on the East Coast.
Other project supporters have repeatedly
claimed that the deepening would deliver more
goods and more jobs, but such claims directly
contradict the Army Corps’s own claims for the
project and have never been documented. Yet the
Corps sits silently by and allows a misinformation campaign to operate at full force. It has also
allowed Pennsylvania Governor Ed Rendell and
Senator Arlen Specter to seize full local control over the project and stifle opposition from
neighboring New Jersey and Delaware, which had
successfully stalled the project for years. And
the Army Corps sat silently by when, in a written
agreement, Rendell falsely promised former New
Jersey Governor Jon Corzine that Pennsylvania
would “accept all spoils material from the project.”
In fact, the plan has always been for all dredge
spoils to be dumped in New Jersey and Delaware
communities (over  percent to New Jersey), and
none in Pennsylvania.
In the Army Corps’s view, the necessity of
deepening to maintain navigation exempts the
project from key environmental laws, thereby
stripping Delaware and New Jersey of legal
authority over the project. Through the Freedom
of Information Act, the Delaware Riverkeeper
Network learned that, in April , in one of
his last officials acts in office, John Paul Woodley, the Bush-appointed Assistant Secretary of
the Army (Civil Works), signed a legal finding
that excluded the project from state-mandated
requirements, including a Delaware Subaqueous
Lands and Wetlands permit that was about to
be denied after eight years of public process and
consideration. E-mail messages documented that
www.waterkeeper.org

the Army Corps crafted this last-minute strategy in anticipation of changed policy in the new
administration. They could hardly have imagined
that, in fact, the Obama administration would
embrace this legal position as fully as if they had
established it themselves.
Governor Rendell and Senator Specter contend
that the project would create jobs, but this claim
has never been documented or demonstrated. In
fact, the harm being threatened to the fish and
wildlife put thousands of existing jobs and businesses at considerable risk.
Recreational fishing is a major source of economic revenue in the region. Fishing in Delaware
state waters, including the Delaware River, generates about  million in earnings each year, supporting , jobs. In New Jersey, fishing in state
waters, also including the Delaware, generates
annually more than  million in earnings and
supports , jobs. The harvest of oysters from
the Delaware Estuary generates up to  million
of annual income for the region, much of this in
some of New Jersey’s poorest communities. The
horseshoe crabs and shorebirds of Delaware Bay
contribute significantly to a -million-per- year
ecotourism industry, providing crucial support to
local economies in the off-season. The horseshoe
crab is also critical to the biomedical industry.
Its blood, drawn non-lethally, is used to test the
safety of medical devices, vaccines and intravenous drugs. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has
estimated the value of this service to the biomedical industry at  million.
Why are Rendell and Specter such strong supporters? The simple explanation seems to be that
it’s an easy way to generate media attention and
gain the votes of ill-informed citizens. It remains
a mystery, however, why President Obama and
Vice President Biden, a longtime Delaware senator,
would allow the Army Corps to deliberately ignore
the rights of states and other federal and state

Young Atlantic sturgeon
caught by researchers in the
Delaware River.
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regulatory agencies. So doing, our national leaders
put at risk the entire fabric of U.S. environmental
protection law.
The manipulation and misrepresentation that
surrounds the Delaware deepening continues
despite revelations and challenges by a wide
variety of credible agencies and sources. In ,
the Government Accountability Office (GAO),
an investigative arm of Congress, issued its first
in-depth review of the proposed project. In a very
pointed report, the GAO announced that the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers’ analysis of the project’s
benefits was based on “miscalculations, invalid assumptions, and outdated information.” The GAO
was able to find credible support for only one-third
of the . million in annual benefits that the
Corps had claimed for the project, and it demonstrated that, for every dollar spent on the project,
only  cents of benefit would be returned.
Just this year, another GAO report concluded
that the Army Corps still has not provided an
accurate picture of the Delaware deepening and
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FRANK MILES

DELAWARE RIVERKEEPER NETWORK

A horseshoe crab from the
Delaware Bay seeks a place
to lay its eggs.

Deepening threatens to expose bald eagle populations along
the Delaware to dangerous toxins that devastated them in the
past. The birds have been making a comeback as the result of
careful protections.

its ramifications for the river and river communities. The GAO stated that, “Because of omissions,
decision makers do not have sufficient updated
information to judge the extent to which market
and industry changes would affect the project’s
net benefits.” There is no explanation for such
obvious oversights, except incompetence or deliberate deception.
Every publicly available report that critically
reviews the project has been unable to justify the
deepening economically. The lightering company
has documented that three ships are essential for
it to efficiently and effectively deliver its services,
and that a fleet reduction to two is not viable.
Moreover, since the project was first proposed,
supporters have tried to convince the public that it
would not threaten the Delaware River, and that it
has cleared all environmental-protection hurdles.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Many
agencies and experts, basing their judgments on
sound scientific principles, have documented the
depth and breadth of the threats that deepening
the river poses to the environment and to river
communities. Those questioning the project
include: the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Marine Fisheries Service, the Delaware River Basin Commission, the Delaware Department
of Natural Resources and Environmental Control,
the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, and the University of Delaware’s Sea
Grant Program. Their analyses have shown that
the deepening would change water patterns in
ways that would exacerbate erosion of wetlands
that are important ecologically and provide stormprotection; that it would penetrate known toxic
hot-spots, introduce heavy metals, pesticides, and
other poisons into the river, and that its toxinladen dredge spoils would be disposed of in areas
where they would cause harm.
Potential victims of the project, in addition to
horseshoe crabs, shortnose and Atlantic sturgeon
and migratory shorebirds, include various sport
fish, peregrine falcons and bald eagles. Deepening would also move the salt-water line upriver,
www.waterkeeper.org

In the Army Corps' view,
the necessity of deepening
to maintain navigation
exempts the project from key
environmental laws.

threatening oyster populations, drinking-water
supplies, and estuarial salt marshes. And increasing the volume of oil tankers would also increase
the threat of oil spills.
Where does deepening the Delaware stand today? The states of New Jersey and Delaware have
brought legal actions against the project. And
five environmental organizations, including the
Delaware Riverkeeper and the National Wildlife
Federation, represented by attorneys from the
Delaware Riverkeeper Network’s River Resources
Law Clinic, are challenging the project in federal
district courts on both sides of the river.
A legal and political victory for the Army Corps
of Engineers would mean the unraveling of key
protections stipulated in the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Water Act, the Clean
Air Act and other laws. And it would sever the
carefully crafted links between these federal laws
and state environmental protection, many of
which have been carefully constructed to fill gaps
left by federal laws.
Anyone who values our nation’s essential and
hard-won safeguards for our vastly diverse and
dazzling environment should write to President
Obama, Vice-President Biden and Congressional
representatives to express, as passionately as possible, his or her concern about what happens on the
Delaware, and to appeal, as vehemently as possible,
for an end to all funding, all support, all action that
would result in the deepening of the river. The
quality of every American’s life depends on it.

Visitors and scientists from
all over the world visit the
Delaware Bay shore to witness
the arrival of migratory birds.

For more information on this project, go to
www.delawareriverkeeper.org.
www.waterkeeper.org
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On The Water
John Wathen,
Hurricane Creekkeeper
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Toxic oil from the BP Oil Disaster in the Gulf
of Mexico makes landfall on a barrier island
at the mouth of the Mississippi River.
You can view and read more from John
Wathen on the unfolding catastrophe at:
www.bpoilslick.blogspot.com.

www.waterkeeper.org

www.waterkeeper.org
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Keeping Faith: Coping with
Disaster the Waterkeeper Way
By Joe Payne, Casco Baykeeper

T

here is no substitute for experience…
unfortunately.
Within hours after the explosion on the
oil rig Deepwater Horizon on April th, a steady
stream of advice, support and updates began to circulate throughout the Waterkeeper network. Some
of the most valuable assistance for the six beleaguered Gulf Coast Waterkeepers has come from
Waterkeepers in Alaska, California, Rhode Island,
New Jersey, and Maine, all of whom have confronted
massive oil spills in their own regions.
Those of us who are “oil-spill veterans” formed
an ad hoc committee, along with the staff of Waterkeeper Alliance, to help our Gulf colleagues deal
with ever-evolving technical and communication
issues. We have been calling on the contacts and
the knowledge we accrued dealing with our own
disasters to ensure that the Gulf Waterkeepers are
an integral part of the oil-spill response. As a result of my own experience with an oil spill in Casco
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Bay (Maine), several training sessions, and a New
England-wide oil-spill exercise a month before the
Deepwater Horizon sank, I strongly believe that
Waterkeepers have a unique role to play by observing and critiquing the response and by providing
information only locals know.
Typically, the Coast Guard, state environmental
officials, and the “Responsible Party,” in this case,
BP, coordinate the oil-spill cleanup. We have already
seen that the responsible parties are trying to control
the flow of information in order to cast themselves
in a more positive light. But if Waterkeepers were
allowed to work on the inside, they could make sure
that the response endeavor is honest and transparent. Only by being physically within the Command
Center can you separate propaganda, rumors and
half-baked ideas from what is actually happening in
the field. It is the best place to affect decisions made
about the response effort and to ensure that local
knowledge is part of those decisions.
www.waterkeeper.org

JOHN WATHEN

Another reason the Gulf Coast Waterkeepers
need to be fully informed is to help coordinate the
thousands of willing helpers who call or show up to
protect the coast. Already, Gulf Waterkeepers have
been contacted by more than , people who
want to assist in clean-up efforts. Waterkeepers
need to have up-to-date information that only “insiders” have to manage and direct concerned citizens. We are the go-to source of information to our
local communities with our published hotlines and
pollution-report-response operations. Access to
credible information enables Waterkeepers to provide the service our local communities deserve.
Having access to people who’ve been through a
disaster and can mentor those who are facing one
underscores the benefit and strength of our international alliance. Waterkeepers have provided manuals that detail the procedures and the jargon of the
Incident Command System, the control and communications protocols used across the country to
manage all types of disasters. We’ve shared volunteer
management plans, field data forms, and advice on
photo documentation. The San Francisco Baykeeper
sent two staff members to help out on the front lines.
In the first days of the disaster, Waterkeeper Alliance
Deputy Director Marc Yaggi spent a week in the Gulf
to help the Waterkeepers there get organized.
With a plane provided by Southwings, Alabama’s
Hurricane Creekkeeper John Wathen has photographed the slick from the air. His photos of the redstreaked water “make it look like the Gulf is bleeding.” Waterkeeper Alliance is helping to bring photos
and environmental concerns to the attention of the
regional and national news media. A website, www.
saveourgulf.org, was created by Cyrus Buffum, the
Charleston (S.C.) Waterkeeper, to help raise money
for additional computers and phones, water-quality
monitoring and lab analysis, flyovers by photographers and videographers, and clean-up supplies and
protective gear, such as respirators and goggles.
The veterans are also providing information on
how to participate in the Natural Resource Damage
Assessment, which will determine the cost of the resources damaged by this oil disaster.
A lesson learned too late in the Gulf is that the
best way to get through a disaster of this magnitude
is to prepare, practice and partner in advance. The
ad hoc committee of Waterkeepers is getting this
message out to the  or so coastal Waterkeepers
from Florida to Maryland who could be affected
if currents carry the oil past the Florida Keys and
up the East Coast. We’ve outlined several steps the
coastal Waterkeepers can take to prepare for disaster before the oil hits in order to maximize their effectiveness and to make sure the state and the Coast
Guard recognize their expertise, local knowledge
and connections to the community.
www.waterkeeper.org

Here are some steps that should be taken prior
to an oil spill:
Become familiar with the Coast Guard and state
agency people in charge of clean-up efforts;
Review area contingency plans, environmental sensitivity index maps, and geographic response plans;
Call for volunteers and set up a volunteer database;
Coordinate an oiled-wildlife rescue training;
Coordinate an OSHA four-hour course for volunteers and staff;
Take an online Integrated Command System
(ICS ) course.
The committee and Alliance staff are also working to integrate oil-related training and technical
seminars into the agenda of the Alliance’s annual
International Conference in Baja California in June,
where Waterkeepers will gather from around the
world. The astonishing lack of preparedness on the
part of the oil companies and the agencies charged
with protecting us from the impacts of an oil disaster forces us again to rethink our energy policy. This
is all the more reason to ensure that our network of
Waterkeepers is well prepared to make a difference.
Taking the longer view requires that we recognize a simple fact: We are obviously not equipped to
drill safely in deep water.
“It’s time for Waterkeepers to step up and lead
the implementation of an honest plan for an alternative energy future based on facts and science, not
political expediency,” said Andrew Willner, New
York/New Jersey Baykeeper Emeritus and a member of the ad hoc committee. “Waterkeepers have
what it takes to confront the challenge of disastrous
spills and big oil, even knowing that some of the
solutions will be politically unpopular, impact our
constituents, and take many times longer than an
individual Waterkeeper’s tenure.” We must go beyond preparedness and spill-response to confront
the spectrum of impacts on our waterways, resulting from our energy policy, and realize that it’s time
for more fundamental change.

Emerald Coastkeeper Chasidy
Hobbs, right, reviews flight
plans with SouthWings pilot
Tom Hutchings, extreme
left, before a reconnaissance
flight over the Gulf of Mexico
to track the drifting oil from
the BP Oil Disaster.
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JOHN WATHEN

An aerial view of
a burn at sea over
the source of the
BP slick.

We the People Must
Declare the End of the
Age of Oil
By Andrew Willner

Andrew Willner was executive
director and Baykeeper
at NY/NJ Baykeeper for
nineteen years, before
retiring in 2008. Copyright
Blue Ridge Press.
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T

he BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill that killed 
and threatens to annihilate the coastal economy of the southeastern United States provides
a good reason to question authority. Disheartened by
the web of legislative loopholes and industry deregulation that have opened the door to potentially criminal negligence by the oil industry, I have abandoned
my faith in our government’s ability to regulate big
oil and lead us to an alternative energy future.
As the BP well continues to hemorrhage oil into
the Gulf, it becomes the responsibility of individuals, grassroots organizations and communities to
demand that the U.S. government prosecute those
responsible for this disaster and amend the policies
that have resulted in under-regulated, out-of-control coastal drilling. It’s also time for conscientious
investors to divest themselves of oil stocks.
Let’s be clear. BP and other companies drilling in
the Gulf (and determined to drill on all of our coasts)
are not there to benefit our country by adding a few
million barrels of fuel to our current supply. They
are there to expand their already bloated profits—a
significant amount of which end up in the election
coffers of both parties. BP made almost  billion in
profits in the first quarter of this year, and, in pursuit
of those profits, according to Newsweek, it spent 
million in  to influence Capitol Hill lawmakers
on both sides of the aisle.
The Gulf disaster has ripped the bandage off the
festering wound of our oil-based economy. Anyone
who cares to look, can see now that a corrupt industry
is bullying our government and stealing our future.
This spill was easily preventable, had government
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done its job and required BP to put responsible,
reasonable safeguards in place, such as a ,
emergency remote-control shutoff switch that, The
Wall Street Journal reports, is mandated in Norway
and Brazil. In the United States, however, BP has
been allowed to cut corners and save a buck, and,
as a result, inflict senseless violence on our environment, our economy, and on the lives of thousands of
residents of the battered Gulf Coast.
So it is up to ordinary people to do what government has failed to do—to stand up to the bullies at
BP and other fossil-fuel companies and demand that
they be deprived of their privileged place at the energy bargaining table, that they be stripped of the billions in subsidies and tax relief that tilts the playing
field precipitously against alternative energy. Instead
of subsidizing oil production, government should tax
every barrel produced, and use the revenue to pay for
American troops stationed on foreign soil to protect
private oil derricks, pipelines and tankers.
The work begins locally, in our towns, cities,
counties and states, where the people must organize campaigns to turn oil-based economies into
“restorative” economies dedicated to core values of
human and environmental health and safety, cultural and biological diversity, and care for the natural resources we all hold in common. A restorative
economy embraces alternative, locally based energy
that extracts less resources from the earth and does
less violence. One need only consider the utter lack
of danger presented by a wind farm or solar array,
compared to the horrific events in the Gulf, to appreciate the difference.
Placing the blame for this disaster squarely on
the shoulders of big oil requires more than parading the BP board of directors through a Congressional hearing. As an environmental activist who has
gathered the carcasses of oiled birds, and seen, firsthand, whole ecosystems wrecked by oil-company
negligence, I wonder whether it’s time we paraded
those executive in a “perp walk” before the blinding
lights of TV news cameras.
It is time to reject the morally bankrupt arguments of an industry that is blighting our environmental and economic future and undermining the
democratic process. And we must put our elected
and appointed officials on notice that the beginning
of the end has arrived for fossil fuels.
So I call on Americans to vote with their wallets
and purses. To sell mutual funds that include fossilfuel securities, and to invest in alternative-energy
companies. To tell charitable foundations, churches,
colleges and universities to do the same.
The battles lines have been drawn. The choice is
ours. It’s time to face up to Big Oil and to invest in
ourselves, our communities, our environment and
our children’s future.
www.waterkeeper.org

JON BOWERMASTER

H

ere in Alaska, the horrifying explosion
and sinking of the drilling-rig Horizon in
the Gulf of Mexico in April has resonated
with telling force. Eleven workers perished and,
as of this writing, the well has spewed millions of
gallons of toxic crude oil into one of the country’s
most important fisheries. As we watch the horror of another Exxon Valdez unleashed on Gulf
families, businesses and fisheries, we are reminded that the responsible party, British Petroleum,
which allegedly fought rules to enhance blow-out
safeguards in the Gulf, has a long string of regulatory violations in Alaska.
This tragedy comes on the heels of the Obama
administration’s recent announcement that it will
support the expansion of offshore drilling off the
Lower , and will press forward with additional
exploration in Alaska's Cook Inlet and Beaufort and
Chukchi Seas.
Alaska Governor Parnell has just signed Senate
Bill , which authorizes the state to dole out as
much as  million to the first oil company that
drills a new well in Cook Inlet waters. The law
would also provide lesser rebates for subsequent
wells. The bill passed the Alaska Legislature with
only two dissenting votes. At a time when freemarket principles are routinely heralded as cures
for our economic woes, and Tea Party activists
loudly condemn government spending, it is especially ironic for the State of Alaska to be distorting
our markets with massive subsidies to well-heeled
oil corporations. And still more so in the wake of
the BP oil disaster.
Clearly, the geological and climatic conditions,
as well as the technology being applied, are very
different in Cook Inlet and the Gulf of Mexico. Yet
the dangers are much the same. There have been at
least three recorded blow-outs in Cook Inlet alone,
and, while little oil has spilled from these events, the
potential for blow-out-related spills remains strong,
especially if drillers target new, deeper reserves with
lesser-known formation pressures.
Cook Inlet, moreover, is woefully unprepared
for a blow-out. Regulatory reforms introduced
after Exxon Valdez required industry to prove
their ability to stop a well blow-out. But over the
past several years, state regulators, under pressure from industry, have rolled back requirements
such as relief wells to back up blow-out preventers.
Relief wells are drilled to intersect the main well
and can inject cement and other heavy materials
www.waterkeeper.org

The Road to Destruction:
Exxon Valdez to
Deepwater Horizon
By Bob Shavelson, Cook Inletkeeper

into them if blow-outs occur. The three previous
blow-outs in Cook Inlet mobilized relief wells, but
Alaska no longer requires industry to prove publicly their capacity to drill relief wells. So whatever
company wins the Senate Bill  subsidy to explore in Cook Inlet will need to bring just one new
jack-up drilling rig to the job—not a second one to
drill a relief well if needed. Alaska will spare them
that expense.
Yet when oil hits the water or our coastlines,
clean-up costs make the price of a relief well seem
small indeed. The impacts to fisheries, and the
families, jobs and communities they support, are
enormous and long-lasting. Nor can any amount
of money fully compensate for what is lost, because
industry still can’t clean up spilled oil effectively. It’s
been more than  years since Unocal’s Platform A
blow-out oiled the beaches of Southern California,
yet industry’s ability to clean up spilled oil remains
outdated and ineffective, especially in the icy conditions of coastal Alaska.
The Exxon Valdez spill led to much needed reforms, and the BP Gulf disaster will presumably do
the same. But as time passes and complacency sets
back in, relentless pressure from industry to maximize profits and reduce costs invariably erodes
the safeguards that common sense and experience
show we need.
The BP Gulf Disaster is another sad reason
why we need to break our addiction to fossil fuels.
We can create green jobs and clean power with
American resources and ingenuity if we can break
the grip of Big Oil and Big Coal on our democracy.
It’s the most important war we’ll ever fight.
For now, our hearts go out to the people and
communities of the Gulf Coast.

Bob Shavelson is
executive director of Cook
Inletkeeper, which was
established in 1995 to
protect the Cook Inlet
watershed and the life it
sustains. More information
is available at
www.inletkeeper.org.
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CALL TO
ACTION

Oil Is Killing Us!

and our fishing industry, and the refineries and chemical plants have been killing our people. And America’s
chronic addiction to oil isn’t wreaking havoc just on the
Gulf Coast. It’s also changing the very climate of our
planet with consequences that could cause untold suffering and destruction across the world.”
You can make a difference today by conserving oil and
taking action in your own community. Use the following
tips to act:

As the BP oil disaster unfolds, the world’s
attention is riveted to television and other
media outlets, and we watch in horror and
frustration as millions of gallons of toxic oil
gush into the Gulf of Mexico, poisoning one
of America’s most productive estuaries and
threatening the coastal economy.
The major commercial fishing ports in the Gulf bring
in more than 1.2 billion pounds of fresh seafood each
year, according to the National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Admini stration. The Gulf region accounts for more
than 40 percent of U.S. marine recreational fishing
catch, with tourism and recreation providing more
than 620,000 jobs and yielding more than $9 billion in
wages paid each year.
Paul Orr, Lower Mississippi Riverkeeper, has been
working on the BP oil disaster every waking hour since
news of the disaster reached southern Louisiana. His
watershed has one of the highest concentrations of
oil refineries and petrochemical plants in the world. “I
can tell you this much,” Paul says, “OIL IS KILLING
US! More accurately, this oil spill is killing marine life
50
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STATE AND FEDERAL ACTION
Call and write your elected officials to demand strong,
enforceable legislation to reduce our dependency on fossil fuels
and to provide better protection for our natural resources from
oil and gas projects. In the U.S., you can use www.congress.org
to find your elected officials.
LOCAL RESPONSE
Familiarize yourself with your region’s Area Contingency Plan
before an oil spill emergency happens. Locate your U.S. Coast
Guard sector by visiting www.uscg.mil/top/units and following
the links to find and review your area’s plan.
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
Immediately report oil spills by calling 1.800.424.8802. To report
oiled shoreline resulting from the BP disaster call 866.448.5816
and to report oiled wildlife call 1.866.557.1401. Oil is toxic, please
do not put yourself in harm’s way.
Walk, bike and carpool instead of driving alone to conserve
oil, save money and protect our natural resources. Check out
www.eRideShare.com to post or find a ride for errands, daily
commutes and cross-country travel in the U.S. and Canada.
Visit www.saveourgulf.org for the latest updates, photos and
videos, volunteer needs from the Waterkeepers on the front
lines of the oil disaster, and to donate.
Join your local Waterkeeper organization at www.waterkeeper.org.
www.waterkeeper.org
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